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 The retail industry is undergoing a transformation. During the past few 

decades, retailers have pursued operational excellence, setting the stage 

for dramatic changes in how they make decisions and drive success. 

Oracle’s implementation services for the Indirect Procurement for Retail 

solution enables retailers to reduce costs of goods and service by 

streamlining the procurement process and enforcing policy compliance. 

Implementing Oracle’s Indirect Procurement solution for Retailers 

provides easily identifiable ROI and fast results for a business function 

that is typically one of the least disruptive software implementations, yet 

high impact for retailers. 

Introducing Oracle’s Indirect Procurement for Retail Services 

Oracle’s Indirect Procurement for Retail solution provides a full range of leading practice 

procurement services. Beginning with Tactical Buying capability, leading into Spend 

Management, and ultimately Strategic Procurement, all while saving costs and improving 

value for your organization. Oracle Consulting offers the highest quality implementation 

services with the best risk management, early return on investment, and value available 

in the market.   

Key Benefits 

Oracle’s Indirect Procurement solution focuses on strategic-level value: 

 Improves purchasing productivity while reducing processing time, costs, and cutting 

supplier support to enable better pricing. 

 Increases volume discounts through the use of collaboration tools that reduce the 

purchase order cycle, invoice processing time and maverick spending through better 

policy compliance. 

 Searches and selects based on how you weight value metrics such as cost, quality, 

innovation and strategic sourcing. 

How We Do It  

Oracle provides strategic value by focusing on three areas: 

Reduce Spend on Goods and Services  

 Immediate spot saving opportunities with packaged spend analysis, driving more 

and better sourcing with online negotiations and collaboration resulting in 

enforcement of contract pricing with embedded terms and conditions. 

Streamline Procure-to-Pay Processes 
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WHY ORACLE CONSULTING 

 Leading Expertise: Oracle's 

own experts providing thought 

leadership for every Oracle 

solution. 

 Broad Coverage: “End-to-end” 

lifecycle services across the 

entire Oracle product 

footprint. 

 Global Scale: 13,000 Oracle 

experts in 145 countries, 

serving over 20 million users. 

 Unified Methodology: Based 

on industry standards, high 

quality results across complex 

projects. 

 Flexible Delivery: Onsite, 

offsite, and offshore, along 

with innovative solutions such 

as Rapid Starts and Expert 

Services. 

 

 Focus staff on higher-value activities with complete procure-to-pay automation, 

automated and controlled employee buying with policy-driven self-service; resulting 

in reduced errors and manual effort with complete supplier enablement. 

Enforce Policy Compliance 

 Identify and rectify policy violations with exception-based enforcement, align 

financial and procurement policies with budget-based procurement and manage 

supplier performance with total procurement visibility. 

Oracle Consulting  

When taking all factors into consideration, Oracle Consulting offers the most competitive 

value for implementation services. Besides having a “direct line” to internal support, and 

product development channels, we have the best-trained resources in the industry. We 

typically do the same work with less staff, and our methodology enables faster 

implementations. A typical engagement, using the Oracle Unified Method (OUM), and 

Oracle Accelerators takes approximately 6-9 months. 

How We Are Different 

The Oracle Consulting team is focused exclusively on Oracle Technologies, and we have 

the experts that others turn to for leading practices in Oracle software implementations.  

We know Oracle best and can provide your business with tightly integrated, 

comprehensive, superior services throughout your ownership experience. 

Getting Started 

Leverage Oracle’s methods, tools, and extensive experience with customer 

implementations across diverse industries and geographies.  Tight integration across 

Consulting, Development, Support, Education, and Global Delivery puts the entire 

Oracle team behind your success.  To learn more, contact your local Oracle Consulting 

representative at 1-800-633-0615, email ask-oracleconsulting_us@oracle.com, or visit 

www.oracle.com/consulting. 
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